RIGHT BIKE. RIGHT SIZE. RIGHT FIT.
Buying a new bicycle comes with lots of choices. It has to be the right bike for your riding style, the right color, and it h as to be within your budget. And, most
importantly, it has to fit you.

RIGHT RIDE IS HERE!
With the Giant Right Ride System, you can be sure your new bicycle will be the right fit. One of our in-store Right Ride fit specialists will take you through the
complete process so you’ll have the right bike in the right size, fit just for you.

LET’S TALK ABOUT YOU
Your Right Ride fit starts with a simple interview: a series of precise questions covering a lot of ground, including your preferred riding style. From there, Right Ride
helps determine which Giant or Liv bicycle is ideal for where you want to go.

THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT
We’ll measure your height and inseam; Right Ride will recommend a size in your preferred bicycle. Then our fit specialist will adjust the Right Ride simulator to that
exact bike and size.

WE COVER ALL THE ANGLES
Right Ride evaluates your knee, trunk, and shoulder angles and then recommends specific adjustments on the simulator to dial in your best fit for comfort and
performance. Right Ride and our fit specialist will ensure an overall body position that’s customized to you. This includes your optimal saddle position and stem
length, as well as your ideal arm reach, upper body positioning, and correct hip, knee, and foot angles. We can even determine the precise placement of your
cleats for pedaling.

WE MAKE IT PERSONAL
You’ll appreciate the efficiency of the Right Ride process, with customized results in about 40 minutes. We’ll set your new bike up to match the Right Ride
calculations. It’s your own tailored, personalized fit and it’s a great basis for all the riding you’re going to do.

YOU HAVEN’T SEEN THE LAST OF US
After you’ve been riding a while on your new bike, we want to see you again. Your fit is as important to us as it is to you! As your fitness and flexibility increases, it
might be a good idea for another Right Ride session. Our fit specialist will work with you to determine if a follow-up is needed. We’ll do whatever it takes to make
sure you’re comfortable and having fun while you ride.

